ABSTRACT
Estt- TSTRANSCO- Temporary allotment of 1 No. vacant JAO post from SE/Telecom/Metro/Hyd to CE/Metro Zone and diversion of 2 Nos.(vacant) JAO posts from Vidyutsoudha to Southern Zone - Orders – Issued.

(PERSONNEL SERVICES)
T.O.O.(CGM-HRD).Rt.No.615
Dated:03-12-2018

Read the following:
1) Ref:-1) Lr.No.CE/MZ/Hyd/AS/PO-II/JA/F.New.posts/D.No.2672/18,Dt.20.11.18
2) Representation dtd.15.11.2018 of certain Sr.Assts of Southern Zone -oOo-

ORDER:
In reference (1) cited, the CE/Metro Zone/Hyderabad has requested to allot 1 No. JAO (vacant) post from O/o SE/Telecom/Metro-Hyd to the control of CE/Metro Zone in Southern Zone.

2. In reference (2) cited, certain Sr.Assistants of Southern Zone have requested to consider promotion as JAOS before joining of newly recruited JAOS.

3. Accordingly, TSTRANSCO hereby orders that
(i) 1 No. (vacant) JAO post O/o SE/Telecom/Metro/Hyderabad shall be allotted to CE/Metro Zone in Southern Zone, temporarily.

(ii) 2 Nos. (vacant) JAO posts from Vidyutsoudha shall be temporarily diverted to Southern Zone i.e., 1 each to Metro and Rural Zonal offices.

D.PRABHAKAR RAO
CHAIRMAN & MANAGING DIRECTOR

To
The ED(Finance),TSTransco, V.S, Hyderabad
The FA&CCA(Accounts),TSTransco, V.S, Hyderabad
The FA&CCA(TSPCC),TSTransco, V.S, Hyderabad
The CE/Metro Zone,TSTransco, Hyderabad
The CE/Rural Zone,TSTransco, Hyderabad

Copy to the:-
All Dy. CCAs/Vidyutsoudha
SEs, OMCs, 400KV Construction, LIS, Civil & Telecom (Metro Zone)
CEs/Zones/Hyderabad-Metro;Hyderabad-Rural;Warangal;Karimnagar
PS to CMD,TSTransco, V.S, Hyderabad
PS to JMD(Finance, Comml. & HRD),TSTransco, V.S, Hyderabad
DE/T to Director(Transmission),TSTransco, V.S, Hyderabad
DE/T to Director (Projects),TSTransco, V.S, Hyderabad
ADE/T to Director (Lift Irrigation),TSTransco, V.S, Hyderabad
AE/T to Director (Grid Operation),TSTransco, V.S, Hyderabad
CGM (HRD)//SE(HR)//Joint Secretary//DS(Personnel-I)//AS(Estt.,)
Dy.CCA(Audit)//Pay Officer,TS Transco, VS, Hyderabad
CRS//Stock File//Spare.
C.No.CGM(HRD)/MPP1/7107/jao diversion/2018

//FORWARDED::BY ORDER//

ASST. DIVISIONAL ENGINEER